
Here are a few questions for IT, Security, Compliance, Legal, and/or HR to consider as workers return to the workplace.
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Will rotating hours in the of�ce, or rotating departments in the of�ce require any 
adjustments to building or system access controls? 

Will any badge related working hour permissions need to be adjusted?

Are there any new temporary of�ce locations with physical permission changes? 

Will any security functions such as biometric readers or security card touchpoints need any changes based on updated 
cleaning techniques?

Will employees try to bring in cleaners that may not be safe for equipment, furniture or people?    

How will visitors be greeted? What issues will arise from taking a person’s temperature or exposing them to employees?  
Are there touchless registration systems that are needed?

With walls, cubicles or other dividers installed, will any cameras need adjustment?

Are there any doors or of�ces that will need additional badge readers or locks with fewer people in the of�ce?  

As people arrive to the of�ce, will they be wearing masks and need any special 
telecom equipment?  

Many use the same laptop at home as they do at the of�ce.  Are there any residual �les 
to upload?  

Do you need to revisit how those endpoint devices are backed up?  

Is there any new equipment that was received that needs a standard image, or needs to be encrypted?

What is the plan to replace or maintain equipment that may no longer be in the of�ce and in an employee’s home?  What if 
you are unable to get to that equipment? What if work becomes more transitional?  Will they keep the WFH equipment, or 
check-in/out the equipment as they potentially rotate in and out of the of�ce?



How about decommissioned equipment?  How will you handle recycled equipment from a  person’s home?  Will they 
return it to the of�ce or recycle it locally?

Did you buy new equipment, and �nd that there is now a sudden increase in outdated equipment?  Do you already have a 
destruction or recycling company that can provide a destruction certi�cate? 

Are there any software licenses that were issued that now need a corresponding inventory record entered?

Do you need to validate the end user equipment image?  

How will inventory reviews now take place?
 

Do any alerting mechanisms need to be updated?  Are there any log reviews that 
should execute differently with more of the workforce logging in differently?  Do any 
of those need to be modi�ed as the workforce returns to the of�ce? 

Did you increase the review of logs as more users logged in from remote locations?

Are any additional alerts needed to monitor for any remote access?

Are any additional alerts needed to monitor privileged access that is now remote?

Did log reviews reveal any different behavioral use patterns that warrant enhanced investigations?
 

Were there any PBX or other telecom changes that will need to be reversed?  Have you 
considered any ongoing changes that may need to be made as of�ces may open/close 
periodically?

Have any fax machines been redirected?  Consider replacing fax machines with updated 
systems.

Have any guest wireless networks been turned off? Will they be turned back on?  Are logs being reviewed, now that 
fewer employees are in the of�ce? 
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Was any emergency access granted?  Was it documented?
  
Was any additional remote access set up that needs to be segmented?

Acceptable Use/Telework agreements.  We transitioned to WFH rather quickly.  Now, 
before forgotten, get those teleworking agreements and “acceptable use” agreements 
updated – if needed.  Better late than never.

Update training materials with any new teleworking, wireless, communication, and backup expectations.  

Have you implemented any different “in person” authentication processes that require documentation? 

What is the process you will use to obtain any equipment from employees not returning to work or who were temporary 
workforce members?  There really is no better time to get your equipment asset listing up to date and a new inventory 
taken.  Remember to use the checklist of assigned keys, badges, two-factor tokens, company credit card, laptop, and any 
other provisioned items.  

Has any access been provisioned differently for any business applications? Do any of these need to be reviewed?

Will WFH workers handling sensitive data need a shredder to ensure destruction of hard copy materials that they might
print or process while at home and should policies be updated accordingly?
 

Document policies and procedures related to the use of e-signatures. Remote working 
brought about new issues typically not realized in person.  E-signature applications such 
as Adobe or DocuSign were implemented.  

Document security con�gurations and processes for ensuring e-signatures are not 
compromised or used in ways that are not legal.  
 

Will any public health or state agency require transmission of employee or health 
information?  

How will that information be encrypted, and tracked? 
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Were any new vendors added?

Did any vendors require expedited background check and security reviews that now need 
to be revisited and updated?

Were any service levels interrupted due to the incident that need to be evaluated and
discussed with the vendor?

 

Lessons learned sessions will need to be scheduled.  Will you need 
more than one?  In the event there is a second “wave”, what intermediate 
lessons of transitioning to “WFH” can we learn now?  

Where there any systems that performed less than optimally?

Where there any surprises or applications previously unknown?

Where there any applications that became more critical?  Did you �nd that application criticality rankings may change 
based on the type of incident?

How well did your point of contact and incident team work together remotely?
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Were any backup vendors unavailable?  What can be learned from this?
 

If any meeting software is used, what will be done to protect or prevent recordings of 
those meetings? 

Will any recordings need prior approval or legal review?

Will there be any new data types or classi�cations?  What will be their retention types, 
backup requirements, and other considerations?  Who will be the information owner?
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How will changes made in other departments affect IT? 
 
Is there time to get ahead of any needed changes from those departments?  What 
meetings are taking place?  What method will be used to track and prioritize requests 
that impact IT or security?
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Will there be an increase in reliance on temporary employees?

What impact will workers who have been furloughed have on processes?

Will any department be adding employee data, such as medical data, to applications and require any segmentation of that 
data, or additional encryption?
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